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Using the same type of graph, let me give an idea on how an Ancient Traiditonal American Indian would see this description on
the speed of light using the Whiteman's mathematical System. In tribal culture and lifestyles, any part of the complete society
can be made into a civilization, by any one of its sciences.
This is includes the science on the speed of light.
(1) You can get the distance, velocity, and science on how TIME .çpposied<sic> determines the Science of the Universe.
(2) You can get the Velocity' Distance, and Science on the Roadway of TIME or THE SERPENT which breaks down a year,
month, week, day, hour. minute, and second, and how it controls a persons destiny.
(3) You get the tribal equation that gives the Velocity. Distance, and the Science without VENUS' TIME DIMENSION WAR
influence.
(4) You get VENUS' TIME DIMENSIONAL WARP and its influence on our Solar System.
What You are about to be shown, will give you some idea why U.S.Congress had to pass a Resolution making SITTING BULL a
troublemaker, so he could be put out of the way by murdering him, where BIG FOOT and his group could be slaughtered at
WOUNDED KNEE December 1890.
True! The Slaughter at Wounded Knee 1890 was over Religion, but few ‘Dakota Indians know that the old religion had to be
destroyed before they could get the new one by the White Man.
BIG FOOT as the MASTER of the Old Dakota Religion, who taught, Rituals, Song, Prayers, and Dances to this Archaic
Religion, one of his absolute duties was. to teach the ritual of THE HOLYOFHOLYS and the science you are about to be
shown as a mathematically graph.
Again, it will be shown, how little is known about the theory on the light by the civilized and how little civilized scientist know
about tribal sciences.
The Speed of TIME, the Speed of VENUS’ TIME WARP, and TIME without LIGHT are sciences that the civilized man does
not have in his Culture.

